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Abstract

Maximum a posteriori (MAP) inference in
discrete-valued Markov random fields is a funda-
mental problem in machine learning that involves
identifying the most likely configuration of ran-
dom variables given a distribution. Due to the dif-
ficulty of this combinatorial problem, linear pro-
gramming (LP) relaxations are commonly used
to derive specialized message passing algorithms
that are often interpreted as coordinate descent on
the dual LP. To achieve more desirable computa-
tional properties, a number of methods regularize
the LP with an entropy term, leading to a class
of smooth message passing algorithms with con-
vergence guarantees. In this paper, we present
randomized methods for accelerating these algo-
rithms by leveraging techniques that underlie clas-
sical accelerated gradient methods. The proposed
algorithms incorporate the familiar steps of stan-
dard smooth message passing algorithms, which
can be viewed as coordinate minimization steps.
We show that these accelerated variants achieve
faster rates for finding ✏-optimal points of the un-
regularized problem, and, when the LP is tight,
we prove that the proposed algorithms recover
the true MAP solution in fewer iterations than
standard message passing algorithms.

1. Introduction

Undirected graphical models are extensively used in ma-
chine learning since they provide a versatile and powerful
way of modeling dependencies between variables (Wain-
wright & Jordan, 2008). In this work we focus on the im-
portant class of discrete-valued pairwise models. Efficient
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inference in these models has multiple applications, ranging
from computer vision (Jegelka & Bilmes, 2011), to sta-
tistical physics (Mezard & Montanari, 2009), information
theory (MacKay, 2003) and even genome research (Torada
et al., 2019).

In this paper we study and propose efficient methods for
maximum a posteriori (MAP) inference in these models.
The MAP problem corresponds to finding a configuration
of all variables achieving a maximal probability and is a key
problem that arises when using these undirected graphical
models. There exists a vast literature on MAP inference
spanning multiple communities, where it is known as con-
straint satisfaction (Schiex et al., 1995) and energy mini-
mization (Kappes et al., 2013). Even in the binary case, the
MAP problem is known to be NP-hard to compute exactly or
even to approximate (Kolmogorov & Zabin, 2004; Cooper,
1990).

As a result, there has been much emphasis on devising meth-
ods that may work on settings under which the problem
becomes tractable. A popular way to achieve this goal is to
express the problem as an integer program and then relax
this to a linear program (LP). If the LP constraints are set to
the convex hull of marginals corresponding to all global set-
tings, also known as the marginal polytope (Wainwright &
Jordan, 2008), then the LP would yield the optimal integral
solution to the MAP problem. Unfortunately, writing down
this polytope would require exponentially many constraints
and therefore it is not tractable. We can consider larger
polytopes defined over subsets of the constraints required
to define the marginal polytope. This is a popular approach
that underpins the family of LP relaxations known as the
Sherali-Adams (SA) hierarchy (Sherali & Adams, 1990).
Instead of enforcing global consistency, we enforce only
pairwise consistency via the local polytope, thus yielding
pseudo-marginals that are pairwise consistent but may not
correspond to any true global distribution. Despite the local
polytope requiring a number of constraints that is linear in
the number of edges of the input graph, the runtime required
for solving this linear program for large graphs may still be
prohibitive in practice (Yanover et al., 2006). These limita-
tions have motivated the design and theoretical analysis of
message passing algorithms that exploit the structure of the
problem. In this paper we study a class of smooth message
passing algorithms, derived from a regularized version of the
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local polytope LP relaxation (Ravikumar et al., 2010; Meshi
et al., 2012; Savchynskyy et al., 2011; Hazan & Shashua,
2008).

The technique of using entropy penalties to regularize linear
programs has a long and successful history. It has been
observed, both practically and in theory that, in some prob-
lems, solving a regularized linear program yields algorithms
with computational characteristics that make them prefer-
able to simply using an LP solver, particularly with large
scale problems. Previous work has studied and analyzed
convergence rates and even rounding guarantees for simple
message passing algorithms (Ravikumar et al., 2010; Lee
et al., 2020; Meshi et al., 2012) based on iterative Breg-
man projections onto the constraints. These algorithms are
sometimes described as being smooth, as the dual objective
is smooth in the dual variable as a result of the entropy
regularization. Inspired by accelerated methods in optimiza-
tion (Lee & Sidford, 2013; Nesterov, 2012) we propose and
analyze two new variants of accelerated message passing
algorithms: Accel-EMP and Accel-SMP. In this paper, we
are able to show our methods drastically improve upon the
convergence rate of previous message passing algorithms.

1.1. Related Work

MAP Inference The design and analysis of convergent
message passing algorithms has attracted a great deal of
attention over the years. Direct methods of deriving asymp-
totically convergent algorithms have been extensively ex-
plored. Examples include tree-reweighted message passing
(Kolmogorov, 2006), max-sum diffusion (Werner, 2007),
MP-LP (Globerson & Jaakkola, 2008), and other general
block-coordinate ascent methods (Kappes et al., 2013; Son-
tag et al., 2011). Our work builds upon regularized inference
problems that directly regularize the linear objective with
strongly convex terms, often leading to "smooth" message
passing (Savchynskyy et al., 2011; 2012; Hazan & Shashua,
2008; Weiss et al., 2007; Meshi et al., 2015). This formaliza-
tion has led to a number of computationally fast algorithms,
but often with asymptotic guarantees.

The focus of this paper is non-asymptotic convergence guar-
antees for families of these algorithms. Ravikumar et al.
(2010) provided one of the first directions towards this goal
leveraging results for proximal updates, but ultimately the
rates were not made explicit due to the approximation at
every update. Meshi et al. (2012) provided a comprehen-
sive analysis of a message passing algorithm derived from
the entropy-regularized objective and later a gradient-based
one for the quadratically regularized objective (Meshi et al.,
2015). However, the convergence rates were only given for
the regularized objective, leaving the guarantee on the un-
regularized problem unknown. Furthermore, the objective
studied by Meshi et al. (2015) did not ultimately yield a

message passing (or coordinate minimization) algorithm,
which could be more desirable from a computational stand-
point. Lee et al. (2020) provided rounding guarantees for a
related message passing scheme derived from the entropy
regularized objective, but did not consider convergence on
the unregularized problem either. Savchynskyy et al. (2011)
studied the direct application of the acceleration methods
of Nesterov (2018); however, this method also forwent the
message passing scheme and convergence on the unregu-
larized problem was only shown asymptotically. Jojic et al.
(2010) gave similar results for a dual decomposition method
that individually smooths subproblems. Acceleration was
applied to get fast convergence but on the dual problem.

In addition to problem-specific message passing algorithms,
there are numerous general purpose solvers that can be ap-
plied to MAP inference to solve the LP with strong theoreti-
cal guarantees. Notably, interior point methods (Karmarkar,
1984; Renegar, 1988; Gondzio, 2012) offer a promising al-
ternative for faster algorithms. For example recent work
provides a eO(

p
rank) iteration complexity by Lee & Sid-

ford (2014), where rank is the rank of the constraint matrix.
In this paper, we only consider comparisons between mes-
sage passing algorithms; however, it would be interesting to
compare both empirical and theoretical differences between
message passing and interior point methods in the future.

Accelerating Entropy-Regularized Linear Programs

We also highlight a connection with similar problems in
other fields. Notably, optimal transport also admits an LP
form and has seen a surge of interest recently. As in MAP in-
ference, these approximations are conducive to empirically
fast algorithms, such as the celebrated Sinkhorn algorithm,
that outperforms generic solvers (Cuturi, 2013; Benamou
et al., 2015; Genevay et al., 2016). In theory, Altschuler et al.
(2017) showed convergence guarantees for Sinkhorn and
noted that it can be viewed as a block-coordinate descent
algorithm on the dual, similar to the MAP problem. Since
this work, several methods have striven to obtain faster rates
(Lin et al., 2019; Dvurechensky et al., 2018), which can be
viewed as building on the seminal acceleration results of
Nesterov (2018) for general convex functions. It is interest-
ing to note that the entropy-regularized objectives in optimal
transport and MAP inference effectively become softmax
minimization problems, which have also been studied gen-
erally in the context of smooth approximations (Nesterov,
2005) and maximum flow (Sidford & Tian, 2018).

1.2. Contributions

For the case of MAP inference from entropy-regularized
objectives, we address the question: is it possible to di-
rectly accelerate message passing algorithms with faster
non-asymptotic convergence and improved rounding guar-
antees? We answer this question affirmatively from a theo-
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retical standpoint. We propose a method to directly acceler-
ate standard message passing schemes, inspired by Nesterov.
We prove a convergence guarantee for standard schemes on
the unregularized MAP objective over L2, showing con-
vergence on the order of eO(m5/✏3) iterations where m is
the number of edges, assuming the number of vertices and
labels and the potential functions are fixed. We then prove
that the accelerated variants converge in expectation on the
order of eO(m9/2/✏2) iterations. We conclude by showing
that the accelerated variants recover the true MAP solution
with high probability in fewer iterations compared to prior
message passing analyses when the LP relaxation is tight
and the solution is unique (Lee et al., 2020).

1.3. Notation

Let R+ denote the set of non-negative reals. The d-
dimensional probability simplex over the finite set � is
⌃d :=

n
p 2 Rd

+ :
P

x2�
p(x) = 1

o
. A joint distribution,

P 2 ⌃d⇥d, is indexed by xc = (xp, xq) 2 �2. The trans-
portation polytope of p, q 2 ⌃d is defined as the set of
pairwise joint distributions that marginalize to p and q,
written as Ud(p, q) = {P 2 Rd⇥d

+ :
P

xp
P (xp, x) =

q(x),
P

xq
P (x, xq) = p(x)}. For any vector p 2 Rd

+, we
write the entropy as H(p) := �

P
x
p(x)(log p(x) � 1).

While this is a somewhat unusual definition, it simplifies
terms later and has been used by Benamou et al. (2015); Lee
et al. (2020). We will use h·, ·i generally to mean the sum of
the elementwise products between two equal-length index-
able vectors. For any two vectors p, q 2 Rd

+, the Hellinger
distance is h(p, q) := 1p

2
kpp�p

qk2. The vector 1d 2 Rd

consists of all ones.

2. Coordinate Methods for MAP Inference

2.1. Smooth Approximations

For the pairwise undirected graph G = (V,E) with n :=
|V | and m := |E|1, we associate each vertex i 2 V with
the random variable Xi on the finite set of labels � of
size d := |�| � 2 and a distribution that factorizes as
p(xV ) =

1
Z(�)

Q
e2E

�e(xe)
Q

i2V
�i(xi) where �i 2 Rd

and �e 2 Rd
2

. For any edge e 2 E, we use i 2 e to denote
that i is one of the two endpoints of e. For i 2 V , we define
Ni := {e 2 E : i 2 e}, as the set of all incident edges to
i. We assume that each vertex has at least one edge. MAP
inference refers to the combinatorial problem of identifying
the configuration that maximizes this probability distribu-
tion. In our case, we cast it as the following minimization

1In this paper we study pairwise models with only vertices
and edges, implying only pairwise interaction between variables.
However, our results can be extended to more general graphs.

problem:

minimize
xV 2�|V |

P
i2V

Ci(xi) +
P

e2E
Ce(xe), (MAP)

where C = � log �, i.e., we view C as indexable by vertices,
edges, and their corresponding labels. It can be shown
(Wainwright & Jordan, 2008) that (MAP) is equivalent to
the following linear program:

min
µ2M

hC, µi s.t. µ 2 M,

where µ 2 RrP for rP = nd+md2 is known as a marginal
vector, and hC, µi =

P
i2V

P
xi2�

Ci(xi)µi(xi) +P
e2E

P
xe2�2 Ce(xe)µe(xe), and M is the marginal poly-

tope defined as

M :=

⇢
µ : 9 P s.t. PXi

(xi) = µi(xi), 8i, xi

PXiXj
(xe) = µe(xe), 8e, xe

�
.

Here, P is any valid distribution over the random variables
{Xi}i2V . Since M is described by exponentially many
constraints in the graph size, outer-polytope relaxations are
a standard paradigm to approximate the above problem by
searching instead over the local polytope:

L2 :=

⇢
µ :

µi 2 ⌃d 8i 2 V
µe 2 Ud(µi, µj) 8e = ij 2 E

�
.

The local polytope L2 enforces only pairwise consistency
between variables while M requires the marginal vector
to be generated from a globally consistent distribution of
{Xi}i2V , so that M ✓ L2. We refer the reader to the
survey of Wainwright & Jordan (2008, §3) for details. Thus,
our primary objective throughout the paper will be finding
solutions to the approximate problem

minimize hC, µi s.t. µ 2 L2. (P)

Let ✏ > 0. We say that a point bµ 2 L2 is ✏-optimal for (P)
if it satisfies hC, bµi  minµ2L2hC, µi+ ✏. For a random bµ,
we say that it is expected ✏-optimal if

E [hC, bµi]  min
µ2L2

hC, µi+ ✏.

Despite the simple form of the linear program, it has been
observed to be difficult to solve in practice for large graphs
even with state-of-the-art solvers (Yanover et al., 2006),
motivating researchers to study an approximate version with
entropy regularization:

minimize hC, µi � 1

⌘
H(µ) s.t. µ 2 L2, (Reg-P)

where ⌘ 2 R+ controls the level of regularization. Intu-
itively, the regularization encourages µi and µe to be closer
to the uniform distribution for all vertices and edges.
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The dual problem takes on the succinct form of an un-
constrained log-sum-exp optimization problem. Thus,
when combined, the local polytope relaxation and entropy-
regularizer result in a smooth approximation.
Proposition 1. The dual objective of (Reg-P) can be written

as

minimize
�

L(�), (Reg-D)

where L is defined as

L(�) =
1

⌘

X

i2V

log
X

x2�

exp
�
�⌘Ci(x) +

P
e2Ni

�e,i(x)
�

+
1

⌘

X

e2E

log
X

x2�2

exp
�
�⌘Ce(x)�

P
i2e

�e,i(xi)
�
.

Furthermore, primal variables can be recovered directly by

µ�
i
(xi) / exp

�
�⌘Ci(xi) + ⌘

P
e2Ni

�e,i(xi)
�

µ�
e
(xe) / exp

�
�⌘Ce(xe)� ⌘

P
i2e

�e,i((xe)i)
�
.

For convenience we let rD = 2md denote the dimension
of the dual variables � 2 RrD . This is in contrast to the
dimension rP of the primal marginal vectors defined earlier.
We use ⇤⇤ ✓ RrD to denote the set of solutions to (Reg-D).

There is a simple interpretation to dual optimality coming
directly from the Lagrangian: a dual variable � is optimal if
the candidate primal solution is primal feasible: µ� 2 L2.
It can be seen that the derivative of the dual function L(�)
captures the slack of a µ�:

@L(�)

@�e,i(xi)
= µ�

i
(xi)� S�

e,i
(xi) (1)

where we define S�
e,i
(xi) :=

P
xj2�

µ�
e
(xi, xj). The gradi-

ent captures the amount and direction of constraint violation
in L2 by µ�. In order to discuss this object concisely and
intuitively, we formally define the notion of a slack vec-
tor, which is simply the negative of the gradient, and a
slack polytope (Lee et al., 2020), which describes the same
polytope as L2 if the constraints were offset by exactly the
amount by which µ� is offset.
Definition 1 (Slack vector and slack polytope). For � 2
RrD , the slack vector ⌫� 2 RrD of � is defined as ⌫�

e,i
(x) =

S�
e,i
(x)� µ�

i
(x) for all e 2 E, i 2 e, and x 2 �.

The slack polytope for a slack vector ⌫ is defined as

L⌫

2 :=

⇢
µ 2 RrP

+ :
µi 2 ⌃d

µe 2 Ud(µi + ⌫e,i, µj + ⌫e,j)

�

2.2. Entropy-Regularized Message Passing

The results in this paper will be primarily concerned with
algorithms that approximately solve (MAP) by directly solv-
ing (Reg-D). For solving this objective, message passing

Algorithm 1 Standard-MP(Update, ⌘, P,K)

1: �(0) = 0
2: for k = 0, 1, . . . ,K � 1 do

3: Set �(k+1) = �(k)

4: Sample block-coordinate bk ⇠ P

5: Set �(k+1)
bk

= Update⌘

bk
(�(k))

6: end for

7: return argmin�2{�(k)}
P

e2E,i2e
k⌫�

e,i
k21

algorithms can effectively be viewed as block-coordinate
descent, except that a full minimization is typically taken at
each step. Here we outline two variants.

2.2.1. EDGE MESSAGE PASSING

Edge message passing (EMP) algorithms reduce to block-
coordinate methods that minimize (Reg-D) for a specific
edge e = {i, j} 2 E and endpoint vertex i 2 e, while keep-
ing all other dual variables fixed. Let Le,i(·;�) : Rd ! R
denote the block-coordinate loss of L fixed at � except for
free variables {�e,i(x)}x2�. For each i 2 V , e 2 Ni we
define the EMP operator for � 2 RrD :

EMP⌘

e,i
(�) 2 argmin

�0
e,i

2Rd

Le,i(�
0
e,i
(·);�).

Proposition 2. The operator EMP⌘

e,i
: � 7! �0

e,i
(·) 2 Rd

is satisfied by �0
e,i
(xi) = �e,i(xi) +

1
2⌘ log

S
�
e,i

(xi)

µ
�
i
(xi)

.

In the entropy-regularized setting, this update rule has been
studied by Lee et al. (2020); Ravikumar et al. (2010). Non-
regularized versions based on max-sum diffusion have much
earlier roots and also been studied by Werner (2007; 2009);
however, we do not consider these particular unregularized
variants. EMP offers the following improvement on L.
Lemma 1. Let �0

be the result of applying EMP⌘

e,i
(�) to �,

keeping all other coordinates fixed. Then, L(�)� L(�0) �
1
4⌘k⌫

�
e,i
k21.

2.2.2. STAR MESSAGE PASSING

Star message passing (SMP) algorithms consider block-
coordinates that include all edges incident to a particular
vertex i 2 V . For � 2 RrD and i 2 V let Li(·;�) : Rd !
R denote the block-coordinate loss of L fixed at �. For a
given i 2 V and arbitrary � 2 RrD , we define the SMP
operator:

SMP⌘

i
(�) 2 argmin

�0
·,i2Rd|Ni|

Li(�
0
·,i(·);�)

That is, SMP is the minimization over the block-coordinate
at vertex i for all edges incident to i in Ni and all possible
labels in �.
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Algorithm 2 Accel-EMP(G,C, ⌘,K)

1: �(0) = 0, v(0) = 0, ✓�1 = 1
2: for k = 0, 1, . . . ,K � 1 do

3: ✓k =
�✓

2
k�1+

p
✓
4
k�1+4✓2

k�1

2

4: y(k) = ✓kv(k) + (1� ✓k)�(k)

5: Sample (ek, ik) ⇠ Unif {(e, i) : e 2 E, i 2 e}.
6: Set �(k+1) = �(k)

7: �(k+1)
e,i

(·) = EMP⌘

ek,ik
(y(k))

8: v(k+1) = v(k)

9: v(k+1)
ek,ik

= v(k)
ek,ik

+ 1
2m⌘✓k

⌫y
(k)

ek,ik

10: end for

11: return �(K)

Proposition 3. The operator SMP⌘

i
: � 7! �0

·,i(·) 2
Rd|Ni| is, for all e 2 Ni and xi 2 �, satisfied by

�0
e,i
(xi) = �e,i +

1

⌘
logS�

e,i
(xi)

� 1

⌘(|Ni|+ 1)
log

�
µ�
i
(xi)

Q
e02Ni

S�
e0,i(xi)

�
,

The proof is similar to the previous one and is deferred
to the appendix. Meshi et al. (2012) gave a concise def-
inition and analysis of algorithms from this update rule,
and similar star-based algorithms have existed much earlier
(Wainwright & Jordan, 2008), such as MP-LP (Globerson
& Jaakkola, 2008). Due to Meshi et al. (2012), SMP also
has an improvement guarantee.
Lemma 2. Let �0

be the result of applying SMP⌘

i
to �,

keeping all other coordinates fixed. Then, L(�)� L(�0) �
1

8|Ni|⌘
P

e2Ni
k⌫�

e,i
k21.

2.3. Randomized Standard Algorithms

The message passing updates described in the previous sub-
section can be applied to each block-coordinate in many
different orders. In this paper, we consider using the up-
dates in a randomized manner, adhering to the generalized
procedure presented in Algorithm 1. The algorithm takes
as input the update rule Update, which could be EMP or
SMP, and a regularization parameter ⌘. It also requires a
distribution P over block-coordinates bk for each iteration
k  K. In this paper, we will use the uniform distribution
over edge-vertex pairs for EMP:

bk = (ek, ik) ⇠ Unif({(e, i) : e 2 E, i 2 e}). (2)

For SMP, we use a categorical distribution over vertices
based on the number of neighbors of each vertex:

bk = ik ⇠ Cat(V, {pi}i2V ), (3)

where pi =
|Ni|P

j2V
|Nj | for each i 2 V .

Algorithm 3 Accel-SMP(G,C, ⌘,K)

1: �(0) = 0, v(0) = 0, ✓�1 = 1
2: for k = 0, 1, . . . ,K � 1 do

3: ✓k =
�✓

2
k�1+

p
✓
4
k�1+4✓2

k�1

2

4: y(k) = ✓kv(k) + (1� ✓k)�(k)

5: Sample ik ⇠ {pi}i2V

6: Set �(k+1) = �(k)

7: �(k+1)
·,i (·) = SMP⌘

ik
(y(k))

8: v(k+1) = v(k)

9: for e 2 Nik
do

10: v(k+1)
e,ik

= v(k)
e,ik

+ minj |Nj |
2pi

k
✓k⌘N

⌫y
(k)

e,ik

11: end for

12: end for

13: return �(K)

3. Accelerating Entropy-Regularized Message

Passing

We now present a scheme for accelerating message passing
algorithms in the entropy-regularized formulation. The key
idea is to leverage the block-coordinate nature of standard
message passing algorithms. We draw inspiration from
both the seminal work of Nesterov (2018) on accelerating
gradient methods and accelerating randomized coordinate
gradient methods similar to Lee & Sidford (2013); Lu &
Xiao (2015); however, the presented method is specialized
to incorporate full block-coordinate minimization at each
round, so as to be consistent with existing message passing
algorithms used in practice. Furthermore, we can leverage
the same simple sampling procedures for selecting the block-
coordinates. The presented scheme can thus be viewed as
a direct method of acceleration in that standard message
passing algorithms can be plugged in.

The scheme is presented in Algorithm 2 for EMP and Algo-
rithm 3 for SMP. In Accel-EMP, at each round k, a random
coordinate block is sampled uniformly. That coordinate
block for � is then updated with a step of EMP⌘

ek,ik
evalu-

ated at y(k). A block-coordinate gradient step evaluated at
y(k) in the form of the slack vector ⌫y

(k)

ek,ik
is also applied to

v(k). Accel-SMP works similarly but we instead sample
from the non-uniform distribution defined in (3). The choice
of distributions ultimately determines the step size for v.

As in the case of the standard smooth message passing al-
gorithms, which optimize the dual function (Reg-D), the
returned solutions may not be primal feasible in finite itera-
tions. To obtain feasible solutions, we consider a projection
operation Proj, shown in Algorithm 4, that is simply a re-
peated application of Algorithm 2 of Altschuler et al. (2017),
originally designed for optimal transport. The method ef-
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Algorithm 4 Proj(µ, ⌫)
1: Set bµi = µi for all i 2 V
2: for (i, j) = e 2 E do

3: Compute bµe by applying Algorithm 2 of (Altschuler
et al., 2017) on µe with transportation polytope
Ud(µi + ⌫e,i, µj + ⌫e,j)

4: end for

5: return bµ

fectively finds an edge marginal bµe that sums to the given
vertex marginals µi and µj for e = (i, j) plus some optional
slack ⌫. For all practical purposes, we would always set the
slack to be ⌫ = 0, ensuring that Proj outputs a point in L2;
however, it will become useful to project points from L2

into a particular slack polytope L⌫
�

2 for the analysis. When
projecting onto L2, Proj does not require modifying the ver-
tex marginals, so there is no ambiguity if the approximate
solution is ultimately rounded to an integral solution using
a simple vertex rounding scheme2.

4. Main Results

We now present iteration complexities for the above algo-
rithms for finding ✏-optimal solutions to the original unregu-
larized problem (P) over L2. These guarantees make it easy
to compare various algorithms as they do not inherently de-
pend on the tightness of the relaxation, rounding heuristics
to find integral solutions, or arbitrary choices of ⌘.

4.1. Standard Algorithms

Our first result bounds the number of iterations required to
compute ✏-optimal solutions to (P). To recapitulate, prior
work by Lee et al. (2020) for EMP only provided an iter-
ation guarantee for bounding the norm of the slack vector.
They also gave guarantees for the number of iterations re-
quired to round to the optimal MAP solution when it is
available. Meshi et al. (2012) gave a guarantee on both the
primal and dual regularized problems (Reg-P) and (Reg-D),
but not the original (P) and without rounding or tuning of
⌘. Additionally, both works focused mostly on the ✏ depen-
dence in the rate rather than actually specifying the graph
parameters m, n, and d.

In contrast to these prior works, we give a guarantee on
optimality for (P) for the standard randomized algorithms,
specifying exactly the dependence on graph parameters. The
purpose of this extension is to standardize convergence guar-
antees for the true relaxed problem, which will ultimately
be handy for comparing to our primary contribution on the

2Ambiguity could arise for more sophisticated rounding
schemes but we do not consider those here.

accelerated algorithms.

Theorem 1. Let b� be the result of running Algo-

rithm 1 with EMP, uniform sampling distribution (2) and

⌘ = 4(m+n) log d

✏
. Let bµ = Proj(µb�, 0) be its projection

onto L2. Then, the number of iterations sufficient for bµ to

be expected ✏-optimal is

O
�
md2(m+ n)4kCk31✏�3 log d

�
.

If b� is the output of Algorithm 1 using SMP and sampling

distribution (3), and bµ := Proj(µb�, 0) then bµ is expected

✏-optimal in the same order of iterations.

The rate harbors a O(1/✏3) dependence, which at first ap-
pears to be worse those of Meshi et al. (2012) and Lee et al.
(2020); however, their convergence guarantees hold only for
the regularized objective. The extra O(1/✏) in our guaran-
tee occurs in the conversion to the original unregularized
problem (P), which is a stronger result. It is interesting to
observe that the guarantees are effectively the same for both
variants, despite having somewhat different analyses. We
hypothesize that this is due to the fact that the “smoothness”
constant for SMP in Lemma 2 is greater than that of EMP
in Lemma 1. Therefore, the larger block-coordinate size is
effectively canceled by the smaller improvement per step.

We now describe the proof briefly here since the first part is
fairly standard while the second will be covered in the proof
of our main acceleration result. The full proof is found in
Appendix D. The basic idea is to use Lemma 1 to lower
bound the expected improvement each iteration, which can
be done in terms of the average squared norms of the slack
k⌫e,ik21. We can guarantee improvement on L by at least
(✏0)2 until the norms are on average below ✏0. Knowing that
the slack norms are small, we can prove that the projection
bµ of µb� onto L2 is not too far from µ

b� and so the expected
value of hC, bµi is not much worse than that of hC, µ�i. We
then prove that hC, µ�i is small with respect to the slack
norms up to some entropy term, and we set ⌘ so the entropy
term is sufficiently small with respect to a given ✏ > 0.

4.2. Accelerated Algorithms

Our primary result gives improved iteration complexities
for the accelerated versions of EMP and SMP. To do so,
we rely on the classic estimate sequence method initially
developed by Nesterov. In particular, we turn to a random-
ized variant, which has appeared before in the literature
on randomized coordinate gradient methods by Lee & Sid-
ford (2013); Lu & Xiao (2015) for the strongly convex and
general cases respectively. Our main differences are both
extending these results for the full minimization of message
passing to achieve the fast rates and also proving the accel-
erating guarantee on the original relaxed problem (P) rather
than the regularized problems.
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Theorem 2. Let b� be the output of Algorithm 2 with

⌘ = 4(m+n) log d

✏
. Let bµ = Proj(µb�, 0) be its projec-

tion onto L2. Then, the number of iterations sufficient for bµ
to be expected ✏-optimal is

O
⇣
m3/2d2(m+ n)3kCk21✏�2 log d

⌘
.

If b� is the output of Algorithm 3 and bµ := Proj(µb�, 0), then

bµ is expected ✏-optimal in the same order of iterations.

The primary difference between the iteration complexities
for the standard algorithms and the accelerated ones is the
dependence on ✏. For the accelerated algorithms, we are
left with only a O(1/✏2) dependence versus the O(1/✏3)
dependence for the standard algorithms. This can lead to
far fewer iterations to get the same level of accuracy on
the original relaxed problem (P). In addition, the bounds in
Theorem 2 are strictly better in dependence on the number
of edges as well for both EMP and SMP. For m + n ⇡
m, the accelerated algorithms shave off a m1/2 factor. It
is interesting to observe that these improved guarantees
come with virtually no extra computation per iteration. For
example, to update the sequences �(k), v(k), and y(k) in
EMP at each iteration, we need only compute the primal
variables µ�(k)

ik
and S�(k)

ek,ik
once to use in both the slack

vector ⌫�
(k)

ek,ik
and the update rule EMP⌘

ek,ik
(�(k)).

We will give the proof for Accel-EMP to convey the main
idea. The analogous Accel-SMP case can be found in the
appendix. First, we will derive a faster convergence rate on
the dual objective, which in turn implies that we can bound
the slack norms by the same ✏0 > 0 in fewer iterations.
In the second part, we will bound the approximation error
caused by the entropy regularization. Finally, we put these
pieces together to determine the appropriate choice of ✏0 and
⌘ in terms of ✏ to recover the final rate.

4.2.1. FASTER CONVERGENCE ON THE DUAL

The first steps will involve defining a randomized estimate
sequence to work with and then using this sequence to prove
the faster convergence rate on the dual objective.
Definition 2. Let �0 : RrD ! R be an arbitrary determin-

istic function. A sequence {�k, �k}Kk=0 of random functions

�k : RrD ! R for k � 1 and deterministic real values

�k 2 R+ is a randomized sequence for L(�) if it satisfies

�k
k! 0 and, for all k, E[�k(�)]  (1��k)L(�)+�k�0(�).

If we are given a random estimate sequence {�k, �k}Kk=0
and a random sequence {�(k)}K

k=0 that satisfies
E[L(�(k))]  min� E [�k(�)], then

E[L(�(k))]� L(�⇤)  min
�

E[�k(�)]� L(�⇤)

 �k(�0(�
⇤)� L(�⇤))

(4)

This expected error converges to zero since �k
k! 0. We

now identify a candidate estimate sequence. Let �(0) = 0,
�0 = 1, �⇤ 2 ⇤⇤, and q := 2m. Let the sequence {✓k}Kk=0
be as it is defined in Algorithm 2 and let {y(k)}K

k=0 ⇢ RrD

be arbitrary. Consider {�k, �k}Kk=0 defined recursively as

(ek, ik) ⇠ Unif{(e, i) : e 2 E, i 2 e}
�k+1 = (1� ✓k)�k

�k+1(�) = (1� ✓k)�k(�) + ✓kL(y
(k))

� q✓kh⌫y
(k)

ek,ik
,�ek,ik

� y(k)
ek,ik

i

(5)

where �0(�) = L(�(0)) + �0

2 k�(0) � �k22 for �0 = 2q2⌘.

Lemma 3. The sequence {�k, �k}Kk=0 defined in (5) is a

random estimate sequence. Furthermore, it maintains the

form �k(�) = !k + �k

2 k�� v(k)k for all k where

�k+1 = (1� ✓k)�k

v(k+1)
e,i

=

(
v(k)
e,i

+ q✓k

�k+1
⌫y

(k)

e,i
if (e, i) = (ek, ik)

v(k)
e,i

otherwise

!k+1 = (1� ✓k)!k + ✓kL(y
(k))� (✓kq)2

2�k+1
k⌫y

(k)

ek,ik
k22

� ✓kqh⌫y
(k)

ek,ik
,v(k)

ek,ik
� y(k)

ek,ik
i

The proof is similar to what is given by Lee & Sidford
(2013), but since we consider the non-strongly convex case
and slightly different definitions, we give a full proof in
Appendix C for completeness. We can use this fact to show
a rate of convergence on the dual objective.

Lemma 4. For the random estimate sequence in (5), let

{�(k)}K
k=0 and {y(k)}K

k=0 be defined as in Algorithm 2

with �(0) = 0. Then, the dual objective error in expectation

can be bounded as E[L(�(k)) � L(�⇤)]  G(⌘)2

(k+2)2 , where

G(⌘) := 24md(m+ n)(
p
⌘kCk1 + log dp

⌘
).

Proof. It suffices to show that the sequence in (5) with
the definitions of {�(k)}K

k=0 and {y(k)}K
k=0 satisfies

E[L(�(k))]  min� E [�k(�)]. To do this, we will use
induction and Lemma 1. Note that min� �k(�) = !k. The
base case holds trivially with E[!0] = L(�(0)). Suppose
E
⇥
L(�(k))

⇤
 E [!k] at iteration k. For k + 1, we have

E[!k+1]

� (1� ✓k)E[L(�(k))] + ✓kE[L(y(k))]

� E

(✓kq)2

2�k+1
k⌫y

(k)

ik,ek
k22 � ✓kqh⌫y

(k)

ek,ik
,v(k) � y(k)i

�
.
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The above inequality uses the inductive hypothesis. Then,

� E

L(y(k))� (✓kq)2

2�k+1
k⌫y

(k)

ik,ek
k22
�

+ (1� ✓k)E
h
hrL(y(k)),�(k) � y(k)i

i

+ ✓kE
h
hrL(y(k)),v(k) � y(k)i

i

= E

L(y(k))� ✓2

k
q

2�k+1
krL(y(k))k22

�
.

This second inequality uses convexity of L and then applies
the law of total expectation to the dot products, condition-
ing on randomness {es, is}k�1

s=1 . The last identity uses the
definition of y(k) and total expectation again on the norm.

Using Lemma 1 and the definition of �(k+1) from Algo-
rithm 2, we have

E[L(�(k+1))]  E[L(y(k))� 1

4⌘
k⌫y

(k)

ek,ik
k22]

= E[L(y(k))� 1

4q⌘
krL(y(k))k22].

The equality uses the law of total expectation. There-
fore, taking ✓2

k
:= �k+1

2q2⌘ ensures that min� E[�k+1(�)] �
E[!k+1] � E[L(�(k+1))]. By setting �0 = 2q2⌘, we en-
sure that ✓k need only satisfy ✓2

k
= (1 � ✓k)✓2k�1, which

occurs in Algorithm 2. From Nesterov (2018, Lemma 2.2.4),

this choice of �0 and ✓k ensures �k 
⇣
1 + k

q

q
�0

8⌘

⌘�2
=

4
(k+2)2 . From (4) and the definition of �0, we get

E[L(�(k))� L(�⇤)]  4L(0)� 4L(�⇤) + 16m2⌘k�⇤k22
(k + 2)2

.

The proof that the numerator can be bounded by G(⌘)2 is
deferred to the appendix, Lemma 7.

4.2.2. APPROXIMATION ERROR DUE TO ENTROPY

Recall that our end goal is to ensure that bµ, the projection of
µ
b� onto L2, is expected ✏-optimal for ✏ > 0. To show this,

we need to develop some relations which we outline here for
brevity but state formally and prove in Appendix C.2. The
first relation is how close bµ 2 L2 is to the algorithm’s output
µ
b�, which is in the slack polytope L⌫

b�

2 . This is essentially a
direct extension of Altschuler et al. (2017, Lemma 7), which
tells us that we can bound the projection by the norm of
the slacks. Then, we show that there exists a point bµ⇤ in
the slack polytope L⌫

b�

2 that is close to the optimal point
µ⇤ 2 L2 with respect to the norm of the slacks also. We
use the relations to conclude a bound on the original relaxed
problem (P) for any realization of bµ.

Proposition 4. Let µ⇤ 2 L2 be optimal, � 2 RrD ,

bµ = Proj(µ�, 0) 2 L2, and � = maxe2E,i2e k⌫�e,ik1. The

following inequality holds:

hC, bµ� µ⇤i  16(m+ n)dkCk1�

+ 4kCk1
X

e2E,i2e

k⌫�
e,i
k1 +

n log d+ 2m log d

⌘
.

4.2.3. COMPLETING THE PROOF

Proof of Theorem 2 for EMP. Let b� be the output from Al-
gorithm 2 after K iterations. From Lemma 1, we can lower
bound the result in Lemma 4 with 1

4⌘E[k⌫
b�
e,i
k21] 

G(⌘)
(K+2)2

for all e 2 E, i 2 e. Then, for ✏0 > 0, we can ensure that

E[k⌫b�
e,i
k1]  ✏0 and E

X

e2E,i2e

k⌫b�
e,i
k21  2m(✏0)2

in K =
p
4⌘G(⌘)
✏0 iterations. Let bµ 2 L2 be the projected

version of µb�. Taking the expectation of both sides of the
result in Proposition 4 gives us

E[hC, bµ� µ⇤i]  kCk1 (16(m+ n)dE[�] + 8m✏0)

+
n log d+ 2m log d

⌘
,

where E [�]2  E[�2]  E
P

e2E,i2e
k⌫b�

e,i
k21  2m(✏0)2.

Then we can conclude

E[hC, bµ� µ⇤i]  16
p
2m(m+ n)dkCk1✏0

+ 8mkCk1✏0 +
n log d+ 2m log d

⌘

 24
p
2m(m+ n)dkCk1✏0

+
n log d+ 2m log d

⌘
.

Therefore, bµ is expected ✏-optimal with ⌘ as defined in the
statement and ✏0 = ✏

48
p
2m(m+n)dkCk1

. Substituting these
values into K and G(⌘) yields the result.

5. Rounding to Integral Solutions

Inspired by recent results regarding the approximation er-
ror achieved by entropy regularization in linear program-
ming (Weed, 2018), we are able to derive rounding guar-
antees for our algorithms under the assumption that the
LP relaxation is tight and the solution is unique. We use
a simple rounding scheme: for any µ that may not lie in
L2, (round(µ))i = argmaxx µi(x). The main challenge
in achieving the results we present here is surpassing the
difficulty in obtaining bounds for the l1 distance between
bµ = µ

b�, the candidate solution obtained from the final it-
erate b� resulting from our algorithms, and µ⇤, the optimal
solution of (P). Define µ�⇤

be the solution to the regularized
problem where �⇤ 2 ⇤⇤.
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Figure 1. (Left column): The original primal objective (P) on a log scale is compared for the standard algorithms and their accelerated
variants, as well as standard (accelerated) coordinate descent, over 10 trials on an Erdős-Rényi random graph with n = 100. Error bars
denote standard deviation. (Center and right columns): The log-competitive ratio of EMP and SMP with respect to their accelerated
variants, Accel-EMP and Accel-SMP, on the primal objective (P).

We proceed in two steps. First, we bound the approxima-
tion error kµ�⇤ � µ⇤k1 using recent results on the quality
of solutions for entropy regularized L2 (Lee et al., 2020).
Then we bound the optimization error of bµ using the results
derived in the previous section. The proof and a compar-
ison to standard EMP are in Appendix F. Let deg denote
the maximum degree of the graph G and define � as the
suboptimality gap of the LP over L2.
Theorem 3. Let � 2 (0, 1). If L2 is tight for potential vector

C and there exist a unique solution to the MAP problem and

⌘ = 16(m+n)(log(m+n)+log(d))
� then with probability 1 � �

in at most

O

✓
d3m7 deg2 kCk21 log2 dm

��

◆

iterations of Accel-EMP, round(bµ) is the optimal MAP

assignment.

6. Numerical Experiments

Our goal now is to understand the empirical differences
between the above algorithms and also where certain the-
oretical guarantees can likely be improved, if at all. To
this end, we compare the convergence rates of EMP and
SMP and their accelerated variants on several synthesized
Erdős-Rényi random graphs. First, we constructed a graph
with n = 100 vertices and then generated edges between
each pair of vertices with probability 1.1 logn

n
. We con-

sidered the standard multi-label Potts model with d = 3
labels. The cost vector C was initialized randomly in the
following way: Ci(xi) ⇠ Unif([�0.01, 0.01]), 8xi 2 �
and Cij(xi, xj) ⇠ Unif({�1.0, 1.0}), 8xi, xj 2 �.

We consider two different metrics. (1) The first is the orig-
inal primal objective value (P). This metric computes the
objective value of the projection bµ = Proj(µ�, 0). (2) The
second reports the log-competitive ratio between the stan-
dard and accelerated variants. The competitive ratio is com-
puted as log

⇣
hC,bµEMP�µ

⇤i
hC,bµAccel-EMP�µ⇤i

⌘
, where bµEMP and bµAccel-EMP

are the projections due to Proj. Positive values indicate that
the accelerated variant has lower error. We implemented
the four message passing algorithms exactly as they are
described in Algorithms 1, 2, and 3. We also implemented
block-coordinate descent and its accelerated variant as base-
lines (Lee & Sidford, 2013) with a step size of 1/⌘. Each
algorithm used ⌘ = 1000 over 10 trials, measuring means
and standard deviations. We computed the ground-truth
optimal value of (P) using a standard solver in CVXPY.

Figure 1 depicts convergence on the primal objective in
the left column. SMP achieves convergence in the fewest
iterations, and EMP converges faster than coordinate de-
scent. Interestingly, we find that the accelerated variants,
including accelerated coordinate descent, appear to have
marginal improvement on this metric. However, the com-
petitive ratio figures confirm that the accelerated variants
are consistently faster, especially for SMP. These results
suggest that, at least for this particular problem, the upper
bounds for standard algorithms may be overly conservative.
It would be interesting to investigate tighter bounds for the
standard algorithms in future work. Further details can be
found in the appendix.

7. Conclusion

We analyze the convergence of message passing algorithms
on the MAP inference problem over L2. In addition to pro-
viding a novel rate of convergence rate for standard schemes
derived from entropy regularization, we show that they can
be directly accelerated in the sense of Nesterov with signif-
icant theoretical improvement. In future work it would be
interesting to consider accelerating greedy message passing
algorithms; however, Lu et al. (2018) suggest that, despite
empirical success, proving accelerated rates for greedy meth-
ods is an open question even in the basic coordinate descent
case. The tightness of the presented guarantees is also an
open question, motivated by the empirical results here. Fi-
nally, we conjecture that reductions from the active area of
optimal transport could yield novel, faster algorithms.
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